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QUESTION: 62 
Your company has a Microsoft Hyper-V Server 2008 R2 environment. You manage the 
environment by using Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) 2008 
R2 You attempt to migrate child partitions through a firewall by using network 
migration. The migration fails. You need to ensure that you can successfully complete 
the migration. Which firewall port should you open? 

A. 80 
B. 135 
C. 445 
D. 8554 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 
80 and 135 445 are the possible answers 
Port to open when adding host in multisite into VMM Server 
TCP/8100 
TCP/80 - TCP/443 - SSL TCP/5900 
TCP/3389 - RDP TCP/219 
TCP/135 
TCP/445 
Make sure the firewall port is open bi-directional between VMM and Hyper V Host 
which behind the firewall. The host should join to domain 

QUESTION: 63 
A company uses an iSCSI storage area network (SAN). A 4-terabyte logical unit 
number (LUN) is presented to a Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter host server. 
You open Disk Management on the host server and find that the LUN contains only a 
fully allocated 2 terabyte partition. You need to configure the environment to ensure that 
the partition can be extended to 4 terabytes. What should you do? 

A. Convert the disk to a GUID Partitioning Table (GPT) disk.  
B. Add a mirror. 
C. Convert the disk to a Master Boot Record (MBR) disk.  



 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

D. Convert the disk to a dynamic disk. 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 
MBR max out at 2Tb GPT disk starts at 2Tb to 9.4 zettabytes GUID Partition Table In 
computer hardware, GUID Partition Table (GPT) is a standard for the layout of the 
partition table on a physical hard disk. It forms a part of the Extensible Firmware 
Interface (EFI) standard, which is Intel's proposed replacement for the PC BIOS. It is 
also used on some BIOS systems because of the limitations of MBR partition tables. 
GPT allows for a maximum disk and partition size of 9.4 zettabytes (9.4 × 1021 
bytes[1]). As of 2010, most current operating systems support GPT, although some 
operating systems (including Mac OS X and Windows) require systems with EFI 
hardware to support booting from GPT partitions. 

Diagram illustrating the layout of the GUID Partition Table scheme. In this example, 

each logical block (LBA) is 512 bytes in size, and each partition entry is 128 bytes. 

LBA addresses that are negative indicate position from the end of the volume, with −1 

as the last addressable block. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GUID_Partition_Table 


QUESTION: 64 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GUID_Partition_Table


 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

A company has a server that runs Windows Server 2008 R2 with Hyper-V. The Hyper-
V server hosts several virtual machines (VMs). The disk configuration for the VMs is 
shown in the following table. 

You are unable to perform an online backup of the VMs. You need to ensure that you 
can perform online backups of the VMs. Which two actions should you perform? (Each 
correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Convert Volume C to a Dynamic disk. 
B. Reformat Volume E and use the NTFS file system.  
C. Convert Volume D to a Basic disk. 
D. Reformat Volume C and use the FAT file system.  
E. Reformat Volume D and use the FAT file system.  
F. Convert Volume E to a Dynamic disk. 

Answer: B, C 

Explanation: 
Online backups require Basic NTFS disks. 

QUESTION: 65 
You have a Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V server. You need to ensure that you are 
prompted to specify a custom snapshot name when you create a snapshot. What should 
you use to create the snapshot? 

A. Hyper-V Manager 
B. Windows Server Backup 
C. the Virtual Machine Connection window 
D. the Backup command-line tool (also known as wbadmin.exe) 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Answer: C 

Explanation: 
Virtual Machine Connection is a tool that you use to connect to a virtual machine so that 
you can install or interact with the guest operating system in a virtual machine. Some of 
the tasks that you can perform by using Virtual Machine Connection include the 
following: Connect to the video output of a virtual machine 
Control the state of a virtual machine Take snapshots of a virtual machine Modify the 
settings of a virtual machine 
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc4240.aspx 

QUESTION: 66 
Your company has a Microsoft Hyper-V Server 2008 R2 environment. You manage the 
virtual environment by using Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager 
(VMM) 2008 R2. A template in the VMM library can be deployed only to a host server 
that has a network adapter in the perimeter network (also known as DMZ). You need to 
configure a host server network adapter to support the template deployment. In the 
network adapter profile, which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer 
presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Set the network location to Perimeter Network. 
B. Select the Override discovered network location check box.  
C. Rename the parent network adapter to Perimeter Network.  
D. Set the network tag to Perimeter Network. 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 67 
You are using Microsoft System Center Virtual Manager (VMM) 2008 R2 to perform 
physical-to- virtual (P2V) conversions. Your company network includes computers that 
each run one of the following operating system: 
- Windows NT 4.0 Server with NTFS volumes 
- Windows Server 2003 standard Edition with FAT volumes 
- Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition x64 with NTFS volumes 
- Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition for Itanium-based Systems with FAT 
volumes 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc4240.aspx


 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

You need to choose the operating system that can be reliably converted only by using 
the office P2V method. You need to choose the operating system that can be readily 
converted only by using the office P2V method. Which operating system should you 
choose? 

A. Windows server 2003 Enterprise Edition x64 with NTFS volumes 
B. Windows Server 2003 standard Edition with FAT volumes 
C. Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition for Itanium-based Systems with FAT 
volumes 
D. Windows NT 4.0 Server with NTFS volumes 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 
Windows NT 4 SP6a is not suppported you would have to user MS Virtual Server 2005 
support tools x64 not supported on 2003 
Windows 2003 itanium-based is not supported 

QUESTION: 68 
A company has four Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter servers with Hyper-V. A 
single logical unit number 
(LUN) is presented to all servers. 
The company has the following requirements: 
All hosts must be able to access the LUN simultaneously. 
All virtual machines (VMs) must be highly available. 

You need to configure the environment to meet the company requirements. 

Which two actions should you perform? (Each answer presents part of the solution. 

Choose two.) 


A. Install the Internet Storage Name Server (iSNS) feature.  
B. Enable the Clustered Shared Volume (CSV) feature. 
C. Enable the static memory on the VMs. 
D. Enable the dynamic memory on the VMs. 
E. Install the Storage Manager for SANs feature.  
F. Install the Failover Clustering feature. 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Answer: B, F 

QUESTION: 69 
You have a Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V server. Hyper-V Manager shows a state 
of Paused and a status of Disk(s) running out of space for one of the virtual machines 
(VMs). You delete several unneeded snapshots from the VM snapshot tree, and you 
resume the VM. After less than one minute, the state of the VM reverts to Paused. You 
need to enable the VM to return to a state of Running. What should you do first? 

A. Turn off the VM. 
B. Export the VM. 
C. Reset the VM. 
D. Save the VM. 

Answer: D 

Explanation: 
Answer changed 13/06/2012 FROM A to D 
While turning off the vm will achieve the result it may also cause data loss. Saving the 
VM achieves the result without data loss. 
CORRECT - you will recognize that when you delete an snaphot when a VM is running, 
it goes very fast and no further actions are taken (merge, delete...). Cause the merge can 
"only" be done when the VM is powered off. after this process is completed all 
*.AVHD files should be gone (when no more snapshot are available)! 
"....To make it simple the current status ("NOW") will be kept and all other snapshot 
will be gone? Is it right?...." CORRECT - When you delete an snapshot (tree) and power 
off the VM, your latest "NOW" status will then be merged 
First of all, you can create a snapshot (wow, amazing stuff). This creates a differencing 
disk that reverences your base VHD, thus you always have that base VHD to return to, 
and saves your current memory status (if your VM was running). 
Second, you can Apply a snapshot. This takes me back to the point in time that is 
represented by the snapshot I selected. It does this by the same process as above, it 
creates a differencing disk and attaches it to the VHD that is referenced by the snapshot. 
Okay, if I am losing you you need to back up and read the posts I referenced above. For 
the next couple you need to think about trees and the branching of a tree structure. The 
simplest way to show this is a single picture of an expanded tree (visual aids are always 
good). 



 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Third, I can delete a single snapshot. This deletes the moment in time that a snapshot 
represents, its differencing disk and any saved memory state. If a snapshot is `below' 
this one on the sub tree, then its reference pointers are modified to reference the proper 
snapshot `above' it. 
In this example I deleted Snapshot B.1 
There are other things happening here as well. To maintain integrity of the snapshot 
timeline the differencing disks need to be merged. This happens in the background when 
a VM is powered off and I will save the gritty details for another post. 

Fourth, I can delete a snapshot sub tree. This deletes the moment in time that a snapshot 
represents and any other snapshots that are `below' it in the tree. Thus it does what a 
delete does, but without selecting individual snapshots, it takes an entire branch. Yes, 
we get a merge, not a revert as I mistakenly put in my graphic. 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Now, to get started on the really complicated post..what happens under the hood. I have 
alluded to this before with the instructions about how to manually merge VHDs. Maybe 
I need to back up even more and talk about differencing disks...hmm.. 

QUESTION: 70 
You work as a Network Administrator at ABC.com. The network consists of a single 
Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) domain named ABC.com. The network is 
spread over multiple sites in New York. The network includes many Windows Server 
2008 R2 Hyper-V host servers in a datacenter named NY-DC1. A server named ABC
VMM1 runs Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) 2008 R2 and 
is used to manage the entire virtual environment. A server named DC1-LibSrv is 
configured as a dedicated library server in NY-DC1. 
The company has recently opened a new datacenter. The new datacenter is named NY
DC2. You have installed a dedicated library server named DC2-LibSrv in the new 
datacenter. 
You have a VHD file named DC1-2K8Base.vhd on DC1-LibSrv which is used to 
provision virtual machines 
(VMs) in NY-DC1. 
You copy DC1-2K8Base.vhd to DC2-LibSrv and rename it DC2- 2K8Base.vhd. 
You want to provision VMs in NY-DC2 using DC2-2K8Base.vhd on DC2-LibSrv. 
Which two of the following steps should you perform? (Each correct answer presents a 
complete solution. Choose two.) 

A. You should copy the VMM template from DC1-LibSrv to DC2-LibSrv.  
B. You should delete DC1-2K8Base.vhd from DC1-LibSrv. 
C. You should modify the VMM template on DC1-LibSrv.  
D. You should refresh DC1-LibSrv. 
E. You should refresh DC2-LibSrv. 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 71 

A company has a virtual server, VM01. 

VM01 is struggling for memory. You need to improve it's performance, what should 

you do?
 
How should you complete the diagram? (To answer, drag the appropriate answers from
 
the list of answer choices to the correct locations in the answer area) 




 

 
 

 
 

Select and Place: 

Answer: 



   

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Explanation: 
My answer: I placed Increase Page File settings over Guest OS and Increase Maximum 

RAM over the VM Server. 

This is a brand new question that none of us has ever seen before so my answer could 

very well be wrong, I just guessed in the exam. I would love it if somebody could 

improve this question and supply the definitive answer. 


QUESTION: 72 

You have an internal network that is connected to an external switch. 

You need to prevent the passing traffic on the switch from interfering with VLAN 100. 

What should you do?
 

A. Do something (rename?) the Parent network adapter to VLAN 100 
B. Do something (enable support for?) Trunk Mode on VLAN 100 
C. Do something (set?) the network Tag to VLAN 100 
D. Set the Network location to VLAN 100 

Answer: C 

Explanation: 
There were 4 new questions, of which I can only recall fragments, but these bits may be 

of some help and maybe someone else can flesh them out. 

My answer: C Set the network Tag to VLAN 100  (pure guess!) 




   

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Please feel free to improve/ discuss. 

QUESTION: 73 
You have 3 VMs configured in a cluster, Node1, Node2 and Node3. You want to enable 
Quick Migrations and Live Migrations between all three nodes, but are unable to do so 
because Node3 has a slightly different processor version from Node1 and Node2. Quick 
Migrations and Live Migrations work between Node1 and Node2. You need to get 
Quick Migrations and Live Migrations working between all three nodes. What should 
you do? 

A. Enable VM Processor Compatibility 
B. Enable Node Processor Compatibility 
C. Enable Legacy Windows NT Processor Compatibility 
D. Reduce the processors in each node to one processor 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 
My answer: A (Enable VM Processor Compatibility) 

As there is a processor compatibility setting called “CPU setting wizard of the VM” in 

the VM settings in Hyper-V. Please feel free to improve/ discuss. 
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